INSIGHTS: STAY

By Jillian Dara

SUITES TO

COZY UP IN
As the Northern Hemisphere enters the heart of winter, we may be accustomed
to its brutal chill, but that doesn’t mean we’re embracing it. Now more than
ever is the time to cozy up, rather than venture out – and these hotels offer an
acceptable solution to human hibernation.
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IMMERSE IN PAMPERED LUXURY
WITH DOM PÉRIGNON IN LIMA
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PRO TIP: Valid until June 2019, the
Dom Pérignon suite not only includes
complimentary VIP services, but also
access to the club’s private wine cellar;
don’t forget to encourage guests to
take advantage of this added perk.
SNUGGLE UNDER SHEEPSKIN
BLANKETS ON THE UK’S SOUTH
COAST

N

welcome guests to the comforts
of unwinding and enjoying all
the room has to offer – like the
granite, Japanese soaking tubs or
a relaxing cast iron tea service in
the suite’s zen garden. Guests may
come for the allure of Sonoma’s
wine, but stay for the Gaige’s
romantically authentic ode to
Japanese serenity.

the chill and get comfortable with the
property’s sheepskin blankets and a cup of
mulled wine while enjoying the postcard
vistas from bed or the balcony.
EMBRACE A PRIVATE ARTIST
HIDEAWAY IN ROME
Rome is already romantic. But imagine
absorbing some of the city’s key attractions
from the privacy of your rooftop jacuzzi. At
 Ǥ
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soaking in the sites or just reveling in the
luxury of their combined 4,000-square-feet
Italian pied-à-terre, guests can appreciate
ǯ
renowned artistic collections, like Warhol
Ǥ
PRO TIP: If advisors book through the
Rome Cavalieri or Waldorf Astoria website,
a one-way airport transfer is included in
the price. Additionally, look into the “suites
experiences” packages which include
free or discounted prices on activities
exclusively oﬀered to suite guests.
SOAK IN JAPANESE ZEN IN
SONOMA’S GAIGE HOUSE + RYOKAN
ǯ  
hospitality with nine Zen Suites dedicated
to the customs of the traditional Japanese
Inn, or Ryokan, lifestyle in Sonoma. Low
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STAY WARM IN THE
FRENCH ALPS IN YOUR
PRIVATE TURKISH BATH
Nestled into Val Thorens,
ǯ

poster-worthy views of the
snowy Alps. Whether guests
spend their days on the slopes
or choose refuge in front of the
fireplace of the two-bedroom
suite, the room feels like a
secluded castle in the midst of
a winter wonderland. There are
two suites on property, and one
offers a private Turkish bath; so
wrap up, wind down, and enjoy
the leisure that accompanies
the chilly winter weather.

include nature experiences and roundtrip
flights, per its most recent partnership
with Red Savannah.
SETTLE-IN BY THE FIRE IN AUSTRIA
Fur throws, pillows and ottomans
welcome guests in and warm them up after
Ǥ
Lech property offers a range of suites from
deluxe to superior suites, and a multibedroom penthouse. Its ski-town decor has
guests feeling at home in their chalet-esque
ǡϐ ǡ
spot for spending evenings, and watching
morning snowfall.
CURL UP WITH A BOOK IN THE BAY
WINDOW AT BLACK DIAMOND IN
COLORADO
Groups seeking to take advantage of the
ski season can look to one of THIRDHOME’s

multiple hotel rooms. The three-bedroom
home is a ski-lover’s dream, with its ski-inski-out location in the midst of Breckenridge
resort town. Beautifully furnished, and
accented with plush throws and fur pillows,
it is the ultimate cozy hideaway, offering
 ϐ
traveling in groups, or to tuck into a nook
with a good read and cup of cocoa.

UNWIND UNDER A
PERSONAL VIEWING OF
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS IN
LAPLAND
When guests check-in to the
Skyview Suites at Javri Lodge,
they can expect full immersion
into the Finnish wilderness. With
ϐǦǦ ǡ
pristine blankets of untouched
snow by day, and dazzling
light show by night, provide
unparalleled scenery for a oncein-a-lifetime romantic escape.
PRO TIP: The property can only
accommodate 26 guests, in 13
suites so advance booking is
recommended. Occasionally
the property oﬀers specials to
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